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MB HEALTH ORDER
HOW I CAN HELP
YOU?

NEW & EXPECTED
PRODUCTS
1/4” ELASTIC COMING

SAFE OUTING
WEEKLY WINDOW
DISPLAYS

DESIGN WALL DIGEST

Amazing Times
It’s difficult these days to hear about, talk about, or think about anything
other than the incredible pandemic in which the entire world is dealing.
Whether it’s self-isolating, social distancing, quarantining, or simply getting
by each day, COVID-19 has the world locked in a time freeze. That does not
mean life stops. We all must occupy our minds, fill our time with joyful
activity, and keep ourselves safe.

I wish you all
health, peace and
ask you stay at
least 2 metres
apart!!
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Quick Projects

March 21st was the last day I had a client step foot in my shop, several
days earlier than the original Health Order began. This week the Order
was extended until April 28th and it remains legal for me to operate
remotely.
I do not assemble staff or clients in the shop at all. I am happy to take
online orders (designwall.ca), take orders via email
(simone@designwall.ca), I will FaceTime & text pictures of product, or
speak with you via telephone. I’ve even had numerous people do some
old fashioned window shopping, too!
I offer contact-free curb-side pick-up and non-contact delivery
completely free. We’re all making this work and I thank you all for your
continued support. I cry everyday at the outpouring of your generosity.

Weekly Window Display
As promised, I will change up my window display each Saturday. If
you’re looking for a safe, non-contact outing, come view a new fabric
line that has arrived, spark a project idea, see a designer focus, or simply
gaze at the pretty things through the glass, until we’re together again.

New & Replenished Products
The world has slowed but life
marches on. As such, I
continue to receive new &
replenished product. I upload
all new my product to my
website within 24 hours of
receiving it so know, when it’s
new, it’s in front of you!

Mini Charm Placemats one mini charm pack per
placemat sewn in a
random pattern, trimmed
corners, backed with fun
fabric, bind. Dress up the
table & fill an afternoon!

Reversible Tiki Tote
(email me for free pattern)
- one jelly roll (or
equivalent strips of fabric)
and some batting for the
handles and you have two
bags in one!

I’ve recently received a supply
of Tula Pink Homemade
Thread tins & Spool of Love
kits. I’ve replenished my
Variegated Aurifil Thread
selection & have plenty of
Marcia Baraldi Quilting
Gloves in-house again.
1/4” elastic expected to be received in my supplier’s warehouse on April 23rd. I have ordered a
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healthy supply & expect my order to arrived shortly thereafter. 10m limit per client.

